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Abus Pro Shield plus 5950
NR + 6KS + ST5950 Frame
Lock Set

Cena 285,00 zł

Cena poprzednia 559,00 zł

Dostępność
Dostępność 5-14 dni

Numer katalogowy 50017998

Kod producenta 0069561

Kod EAN 4003318792304

Opis produktu
 The practical Abus PRO SHIELD™ Plus 5950 NR frame lock with security level 9 out of 15 is an easy and fast to use protection
against unauthorized use of the bike. This set also comes with an Abus Adaptor Chain Ach 6KS chain lock and an ST5950
saddle bag.

 Lieferumfang 1 x Abus Pro Shield™ Plus 5950 NR Frame Lock 2 x Abus Keys 1 x Abus Adaptor Chain 6KS Chain Lock (choose
variant) 1 x Abus ST590 Saddle Bag Features - Abus PRO SHIELD™ Plus 5950 NR 8.5 mm thick locking shackle The shackle,
the case as well as supporting elements of the locking mechanism are made of special hardened steel Accessories can easily
be fitted to the locking mechanism on the lock housing In the R version, the key remains in the cylinder when the lock is
opened; in the NR version, it can be pulled out ABUS Plus cylinder for high protection against manipulation attempts, e.g. lock
picking Good protection for medium risk of theft Recommended for the protection of good two-wheelers Produkteigenschaften
Sicherheitslevel: 9 of 15 Durchmesser: 8,5mm Lock type: Keys Dimensionen: Height: 154.1mm Length outside: 145mm
Length inside: 56.8mm Width top: 37,1mm Width bottom: 22,5mm Material hardened steel Color black Weight  680g
(manufacturer information) Features - Abus Adaptor Chain Ach 6KS 100 BK + ST5950 For securing a bicycle against
unauthorized use 6 & 8 mm thick square chain made of hardened steel No separate locking of the shackle necessary Various
connection options Suitable for 4960, 5750L, 5850, 5650 and 5950 Length (choose variant) 85cm 100cm Gewicht 1130g
(manufacturer information) Technology ABUS Level SystemBicycle locks can have very different requirements. The two main
aspects are the bike and the location where you want to lock it. But also the weight of the lock plays a role – a lock on the
road must not be too heavy, unlike a lock for home. The ABUS Level System is a transparent system that reflects the security
level of the lock. The scale – shown as a speedometer – reaches up to level 15 for bicycle locks, making it easier to find the
right lock for you and your bike!
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